From Planning to Partnering

The Future of Southern Nevada Strong and Regional Plan Implementation
What is Southern Nevada Strong?
... and because Southern Nevadans need this to be successful...

A valuable process and set of assets has been developed...

... with community consensus and expectations set...

Diversified economy with a range of job opportunities

Quality education systems for youth and workforce

A multi-modal, well-connected transit system

Housing options for all preferences and budgets

Strong social service networks and quality health care

Safe, desirable and engaged neighborhoods

Community Benefits
SNS Process and Framework

**SNS Assets**
- Regional Plan
- Research Library
- Collaboration and Coordination
- Regional Partners
- Volunteers/Database
- Brand

**SNS Process**
- Building & Strengthening Relationships
- Consensus Building
- Broad Public & Political Engagement
- Understanding & Connecting Community Priorities to Action

**SNS Process and Framework**
SNS  Proposed Approach

RTC’s approach to Regional Plan implementation

Establish itself as a collaborative, efficient, and effective leader
Engage, educate, and move Southern Nevadans to action
Provide practical tools, trainings, and technical expertise
Increase alignment and availability of resources
Recent Accomplishments
The Next 90 Days